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For the love of sleep...
This is all about helping to provide your guests with the 
opportunity to have the best possible night’s sleep. Time after 
time, night after night.

A significant and much loved British bed brand, Airsprung Beds continues 
to cater for the hospitality and contracts sector, as well as being a trusted 
supplier and partner to retailers across the country.

Why choose Airsprung?
Through many years of attentive working alongside the hotel and contract 
beds sector, Airsprung’s experience in the domestic market, and its technical 
knowledge of contract legislation make it the perfect partner for contract 
and hospitality customers. 

As we’ve grown to understand its unique requirements particularly well, it also 
means we appreciate the special design needs and strict criteria required.

Having taken time to develop and refine a range, designed with first 
principles of great comfort, at commercially attractive prices - our models 
are aimed with your guests wellbeing at heart, so that you can provide them 
with the opportunity for an extremely comfortable, restful night’s sleep, 
ensuring happy and satisfied customers; and when in a hospitality setting 
encourage well-deserved, positive reviews.
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For the love of compliance
Hand in hand with the passion for well designed, ergonomic 
models, are the rigorous certification standards and exacting 
checks needed, which also ensure 360 degrees of continuous 
scrutiny and attention to detail.

How do Airsprung Contract Beds ensure they comply with all legislation?
· Ignition Source 5 (also known as Crib 5) test certification.

· BS7177 2008 (Medium Hazard), Fire. Suitable for all  
Contract and Hospitality sector.

· All models are specified with FR treated fabric and fillings.

· All contract mattresses contain upholstery that has FR properties.

· Each mattress, divan and headboard is tested in our own on site testing 
laboratory, at both development stage and through mass production, to 
ensure BS7177 compliance. All items are strictly scheduled for re-testing  
on a regular basis.

Actively involved with respected, key industry bodies, we are a strong voice 
when opportunities present themselves. Reassurance for customers that 
dynamic alliances maintain contract industry gold standards. 
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Our range of Host models are designed 
to offer you choice, knowing as we do 
that each of our customers have their 
own individual set of criteria. 

Always comfort first – but backed up by careful 
development, rigorous standards, reassuring 
customer service, and attractive pricing. 

Comfort first
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Specs

• Medium tension

• Mattress depth: 27cm

• 1000 full size pocket springs

• Handles to aid adjustment

• NBF accredited

• Meets all UK safety standards

• Crib 5 test certification

• BS7177 2008 Medium Hazard

HOST Pocket Medium
A signature, pure white medium feel 1000 pocket 
sprung model, providing both great comfort and 
even support throughout. 

Tufted for a consistent, surety of feeI, it also uses 80% soft white 
recycled polyester fillings, and all topped by a woven, damask 
sleeping surface. The deep border has a decorative side-stitch, 
handles for easy manoeuvring and vents to aid air circulation. 
Turnable, for maximum longevity. 
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Specs

• Firm tension

• Mattress depth: 27cm

• 1000 full size pocket springs

• Handles to aid adjustment

• NBF accredited

• Meets all UK safety standards

• Crib 5 test certification

• BS7177 2008 Medium Hazard

HOST Pocket Firm
A firm tension, 1000 pocket sprung model, using a 
similar configuration to the Pocket Medium model 
but ideal when choosing a firmer feeling mattress. 

Extremely comfortable and tufted for even support 
throughout. We’ve selected 80% soft white recycled polyester 
fillings, and stylishly topped by a woven, damask sleeping 
surface. The deep border has a decorative side-stitch, handles 
for easy manoeuvring and vents to aid air circulation. Turnable, 
for maximum longevity. 
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Specs

• Medium/firm tension

• Mattress depth: 21cm

• Supercoil spring system

• NBF accredited

• Meets all UK safety standards

• Crib 5 test certification

• BS7177 2008 Medium Hazard

HOST Open Coil
Our very comfy, medium/firm feel Open Coil model 
has been designed using our Supercoil spring system 
which provides both strength and even support. 

Insulation and comfort layers include our 80% recycled soft white 
polyester, and topped by a patterned, multiquilt sleeping surface. 
It has a quilted border and is turnable, for maximum longevity.
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Specs

• Medium tension

• Mattress depth: 24cm

• Supercoil spring system

• NBF accredited

• Meets all UK safety standards

• Crib 5 test certification

• BS7177 2008 Medium Hazard

HOST Water Resistant
A medium tension, very comfortable model, ideal for 
situations that require a water and stain resistant option. 

The proven, continuous Supercoil spring system provides a 
supportive core while providing an even feel - top to toe and side 
to side. Insulation and comfort layers include our 80% recycled soft 
white polyester, topped by a patterned, multiquilt sleeping surface. 
It has a quilted border and is turnable, for maximum longevity. 
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Specs

• 3ft, 4ft, 4ft6, 5ft sizes available

• Divan height: 41cm

• Twin-wheel castors for easy 
movement

• NBF accredited

• Meets all UK safety standards

• Crib 5 test certification

• BS7177 2008 Medium Hazard

HOST Divan
A thoroughly practical and great looking divan base, 
in two easily joined halves. 

Set on durable castors for easy manoeuvrability, it’s the ideal 
platform for our mattresses, and can also be matched with one 
of our two, elegant, simple headboards to create a neat set. The 
deep textured fabric is aesthetically pleasing and hard wearing, 
designed to both look great and be easily vacuumed and 
cleaned for fast turnaround when required. Standard fittings  
to take almost any headboard.
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HOST Classic Headboard
Smart and practical, this is our simple and popular rectangular 
model. It suits just about every bedroom setting whether of larger 
or smaller proportions. 

Eminently easy to attach with adjustable, universal wooden struts, it co-ordinates 
perfectly with our divan base which is in an identical, hard-wearing fabric – an 
always on-trend mid cool grey – perfect for almost any bedroom colour scheme. 
Padded using 80% recycled, white polyester.
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HOST Curve Headboard 
Identical in construction and content to the Classic model, perhaps 
choose this elegantly curved model to soften the surroundings.

Strutted and upholstered, it co-ordinates perfectly with our divan base which 
is also in an identical, hard-wearing fabric – an always on-trend mid cool grey – 
perfect for almost any bedroom colour scheme. Comfortably padded using  
80% recycled, white polyester.
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Get in touch
Call or email - get in touch with us to see how Airsprung 
Contracts can help to supply what you need, if you know 
what you are after. Alternatively we’ve plenty of experience 
in helping to guide or advise.

Contact:
E: contracts@airsprungbeds.co.uk

T: 01225 754411

Airsprung Contract Beds 
Canal Road Industrial Estate 
Trowbridge 
Wiltshire 
BA14 8RQ 
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